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User Sentiment: RUN powered by ADP is a cloud-based payroll solution designed to meet the needs of small businesses (under 50 employees). ADP has other paid options for larger organizations. Basic capabilities, such as benefits administration and hiring, are available besides the payroll module. The vendor also offers professional services to help
companies with taxes, benefits and insurance. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Paycom automates a variety of the core tasks necessary for managing and retaining talent. It helps businesses streamline their processes and relieve the burden of unnecessary paperwork, allowing managers to focus on tasks that cannot be
automated. Cloud-based deployment provides access to features from any internet-connected device, enabling users to complete tasks even when they’re out of the office. It facilitates tasks such as benefits administration, reporting and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Paylocity is an all-in-one cloud payroll solution that
enables organizations of every size to execute administrative tasks such as talent acquisition, time and labor management, and other core processes. Its functionality includes multiple configuration options that allow companies to customize according to their needs.It contains robust security measures such as encryption, real-time backups and secure
data centers. It also has a user-friendly mobile app that is compatible with both iOS and Android devices. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Paychex provides payment processing, time-keeping and other general human resource software. They offer this to self-employed users, small businesses, medium business and large
enterprise ventures. Buyers can choose from various pricing plans and payment options such as direct deposit, real-time transfers and same-day ACH. Most versions have some core HR management and pay processing functionalities.Based in the cloud, it assists with hiring, onboarding, tax filing, benefits management, business insurance, startup
services and more. Users can customize it to meet their specific needs, adding only what they use. This allows administrators to ensure it fits their requirements, whether they be simple or complex. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: UKG Pro provides a unified, cloud-deployed suite that allows companies to manage human
capital at a global scale. It offers an array of core features including payroll, benefits, recruiting, onboarding and learning. Users can also leverage it to manage employee data and files, compensation, time and attendance, performance, and succession plans.In addition to HR-specific capabilities, it incorporates advanced technology such as machine
learning and AI, predictive analytics and business intelligence. This helps optimize performance, streamline tasks, improve understanding of the workforce and drive retention. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Paychex Flex is a cloud-based compensation and HR solution with the capability to serve thousands of employees.
While there is an essential core version that mainly handles financials, it runs a wide range of departments and tasks. Some of its functions include payment management, benefits, talent management, time clocks, attendance, workforce management and more. It’s a scalable option with unique versions for small, medium and large businesses with
different versions for groups of varying sizes, including one to nine, 10 to 49, and 50 to thousands. It also has distinct user roles for workers, managers or administrators. A winner of multiple industry awards, its automation cuts down on time doing manual operations like processing payments, auto calculating taxes and staying up to date with current
rates and compliance. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Gusto is a web-based payroll system for medium-sized organizations. It handles benefits, compliance, direct deposit, employee self-service, employee management, payment processing and taxes. Using automation, calculators and other administrative and HR modules,
users can streamline the entire process of paying employees. It integrates with other technologies to offer expanded services such as accounting, bookkeeping, POS, time tracking and other business operations. In addition to filing taxes, it scans the laws of over 50 states to ensure accurate state and federal payments, helping organizations avoid
penalties. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: TriNet is a payroll and full-service HR solution used by small and medium-sized businesses. Users have access to HR consulting, risk and compliance, benefits, payroll services and an employee and manager self-service portal.Some of its offerings include tax calculation, benefits
management, insurance, risk mitigation, reporting, expense management and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Dayforce combines all major HR components into a cloud-based, unified HRMS. Suitable for smaller companies that need to manage over 100 employees to enterprises with thousands of employees, this
program helps businesses tackle every aspect of the employee lifecycle. Companies can take advantage of professional services, payroll tax filing and standardized implementation processes via Dayforce Activate. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Zenefits is a cloud-based suite that provides integrated HR, payroll and benefits.
It’s targeted at small businesses but can be used by organizations with up to 2,000 employees. Key features include time management, performance management, hiring and onboarding, and document management.Users can view the company’s structure via a dynamic org chart, which gives a real-time picture that shows changes to titles, contact
info and other system updates. An employee directory centralizes information to facilitate easy collaboration. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Xero is an online accounting software designed to meet the needs of small businesses. The easy-to-use interface helps companies visualize their financial position and monitor
performance based on real-time data. The solution is designed to connect businesses with third-party advisors and services in order to increase collaboration. This vendor offers a variety of integrations, making the platform capable of handling a variety of tasks associated with accounting. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment:
Workday HCM is a SaaS solution that unifies all aspects of managing the employee lifecycle in a single HRMS. The suite of modules allows organizations to operate globally, run payroll, administer benefits, manage talent and facilitate learning, among other things. While designed for medium and large enterprises, the platform can support the needs
of smaller businesses as well. A business process framework provides control for all internal processes. The software is also equipped with audit tools and built-in security capabilities, and it offers mobile apps for flexible access. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: ADP Workforce Now is a cloud-based platform for handling
payroll, time and attendance, talent management, benefits administration, and other HR processes. It enables organizations to efficiently manage the complexities of the employee lifecycle. Built on a single, configurable database, it facilitates data syncing across different departments to reduce manual entry and data errors. It’s embedded with
protective layers such as physical security, intelligent detection, fraud defense and other mechanisms for enhanced security and data privacy. Last Updated: August 9, 2022 Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Designed to meet the needs of small and medium-sized businesses, APS Payroll is a cloud-based solution for managing
human resources. It provides features to help automate and streamline a variety of core HR tasks including processing payroll, tracking time and attendance, hiring the best talent, managing employee benefits, and creating analytic reports based on user data.Users can access their account from any internet-connected device to conveniently complete
tasks. Built with scalability in mind, it’s able to grow with businesses. Additionally, each organization has access to a dedicated support team and account lead that can assist with tech support and field general assistance inquiries. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: SurePayroll is a web-based solution suitable for small
businesses with less than 100 employees. Users can choose from two versions of the software — one for smaller operations. The other serves the needs of individual households that employ a nanny or other caretakers. The full-service solution assists with managing benefits and workers’ compensation. It can also help with processing pay, employee
screening and more. Overall, it’s run over 10 million payrolls and supports more than 6,000 different taxes. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Justworks is a professional employer organization that helps businesses automate and streamline multiple administrative functions. By automating tasks such as payroll, benefits
administration and reporting, it saves companies both time and money. Ensuring compliance and providing administrators with access to robust benefits options, it elevates traditional administrative practices and provides the support users need to make the most of its capabilities. Designed with small and medium-sized businesses in mind, it offers
multiple pricing plans and can scale with the growth of any business. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Call SelectHub for a free 15-minute selection analysis: 1-855-850-3850 User Sentiment: Patriot Payroll is a full-service accounting and payroll software that offers a variety of integrative add-ons to users. The system’s core functions assist
with core payroll tasks, while the add-on features enable the system to function as a full HR suite. This web-based payroll solution processes the payment, calculates taxes, creates reports, runs time and attendance and manages invoices. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Namely is a cloud-based platform for mid-sized
businesses. A suite of connected modules allows organizations to manage payroll, time and attendance, benefits, and talent. It comes equipped with additional features for general HR activities, such as document storage and management, customizable dashboards, and audit trails that help save time, configure employee profiles, track events and
activities, and control access. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Fingercheck is a cloud-based human resources platform that streamlines hiring, time tracking and payroll tasks along with various other HR management tasks. Beneficial for users at all levels, it allows both employees and employers to streamline workflows. It
helps automate payroll processes, connects time tracking, payroll and core HR functions, and automatically tracks and compiles relevant data. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: OnPay is designed to address core payroll needs for small businesses and handles basic HR functions as well. It integrates with a variety of other HR
systems to enhance HR processes that include time tracking, accounting, benefits and compliance software integrations.It requires no more than a few minutes to set up and features an easy-to-use interface. It also offers assistance with data migration for new users, making the transition even easier. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User
Sentiment: Based in the cloud, Square Payroll is suited for businesses of all sizes. Integrating with the well-known POS solution from the same company offers features that assist with processing pay, filing taxes, employee self-service and more. The support staff helps users with implementation, whether they need help with their first implementation
or simply just assistance migrating data from an old interface. Its capabilities also provide time tracking, invoice creation, appointment scheduling, direct deposit and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: ADP Vantage HCM, a cloud-based, on-premise and open architect solution, brings together core human resources
services through integrated modules that help manage payroll, time and attendance, workforce management, talent management and more. It helps organizations of all sizes across the U.S. improve employee engagement and gain real-time insights to enhance workforce processes and workplace operations. It simplifies office administrative
operations, minimizes risks, reduces expenses and provides dedicated guidance to enhance operational efficiency. Talent managers can streamline the onboarding process and synchronize performance with preset goals on a monthly and yearly basis. It also offers a mobile application. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment:
BambooHR is an HRMS designed for small and medium-sized businesses, and provides solutions for organizations in all industries. Based in the cloud, it streamlines data collection throughout the employee lifecycle, warehousing relevant information in a centralized database to make it easily accessible for managers and individual employees. It
facilitates hiring, onboarding, compensation administration, performance management, provides employee self-service capabilities and everything in-between. It allows organizations to make customizations, set multiple administrators and maintain inactive employees. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Sage HRMS Payroll is
an HR system used by businesses of all sizes across all industries. It enables organizations to process pay in-house. It streamlines tasks such as tallying hours worked, calculating tax and managing data. The single platform approach lets users streamline their pay processes and ensure employees receive accurate paychecks at the end of each pay
period. If you integrate with a full suite, users can automate various tasks concerning processing payments, including time and attendance tracking, benefits management and recruitment. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: SuccessFactors combines a set of integrated products to form a complete suite for HCM. The HRIS
system enables companies to execute basic human resource functions as well as expand to strategic initiatives and planning to remain competitive. Based in the cloud, uses technology such as AI and machine learning to solve pressing human resources demands. In addition, SAP offers consulting and professional services to help companies implement
integrations, deploy HRMS software and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Viventium, a cloud-based HRM software for small and mid-sized organizations, enables talent managers, executive leaders and organizations to manage general human resources, payroll, recruitment, time and attendance. It offers flexibility,
expert guidance, easy customization and usage, and other facilities to aid HCM needs. Employers can track employee data, run mock audits, create custom action plans, save employment data, run data analysis, develop employee surveys, accept or reject leave requests, add essential candidate information to dedicated profiles and more. Request with
no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: SyncHR is a comprehensive HCM platform that delivers benefits, payroll, time and attendance, talent management, and core human resource management capabilities to mid-market companies. The cloud-based human resource management software automates common tasks and can integrate with other
business systems to provide real-time insights across an organization. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Wagepoint is an online payroll solution that tracks and manages income. Designed for small businesses, it can compensate salaried, hourly or contracted workers. Users have easy access to W2s and pay stubs, even after
termination. It also handles new hires, multiple forms of payment, direct deposit, extra income, tax forms and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: PrismHR offers flexible, customizable and efficient solutions to support the comprehensive payroll, benefits and HR management requirements of small businesses and HR
service providers. It provides assistive capabilities through the six key modules: platform, payroll, talent, time, employee portal and benefits. Its marketplace offerings include tools for financial wellness, identity protection, time and attendance, voluntary insurance, compliance, consulting services, taxes and more. These add-on capabilities are preintegrated and give HR providers validated connections. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: The PeopleStrategy suite enables small and medium-sized businesses to manage all aspects of human resources from one cloud-based platform. Its modules cover core requirements (performance, comp planning, onboarding), workforce
management, payroll, benefits administration and talent acquisition. Capabilities include applicant tracking, self-service, analytics and reporting. It automates many parts of the administration process and stores information in a single database to eliminate double data entry. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Wave Payroll is a cloud-based
solution designed to provide simplified payroll management solutions. The product allows users to sync data, monitor employee activity, track leave, comply with tax reforms, view journal transactions, generate payslips and process payments. It uses 256-bit encryption to protect bank data connections and handles credit card and bank account
information with PCI Level-1 certification. Other functionalities include income and expense tracking, accounting, monthly receipt uploads, regular reminders, consolidated dashboards and transaction updates. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Vista is an end-to-end integrated employee management system that streamlines
essential business operations so managers can concentrate more on corporate strategy and responsibilities. Workflow, tax administration, hiring, staffing, training and position management, OSHA, employee compensation compliance, and productivity supervision and remuneration are all included functions. It keeps track of critical business strategy
and decision-making data and provides employees and managers with self-service payroll and core workforce maintenance capabilities. Companies can choose between on-site and cloud deployment using a SaaS model. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Netchex offers web-based payroll, HR, benefits and administrative service
software to businesses of all sizes and industries. It’s single-source and facilitates automated pay tracking, tax compliance and analysis. Customize pay rates, frequency and type of payment with individual payout options. The integrated payroll system simplifies payroll for managers and administrators. Employees can easily access payroll information
and history from the cloud or mobile app. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Dominion Systems is a SaaS product that offers payroll, time and attendance, and human resources services. It manages everything from conducting performance reviews to maintaining compliance to simplifying open enrollment. Equipped with insights and reports, it
helps businesses make strategic and data-driven decisions. Mobile capability lets users complete tasks on the go, at any time. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: People HR offers a scalable and customizable solution to perform essential HR functions, including personnel monitoring, applicant tracking, performance review and
more. Its employee-tracking database lets HR managers create employment records for new hires, fill in crucial employee information and provide unlimited storage for documents. It is suitable for both small and mid-sized businesses.It includes an applicant tracking module that helps users create and customize the company’s career page and create
new job offerings. Users can view all applicant information in one location. Its performance review module helps employees receive feedback from their peers. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: BerniePortal is a cloud-based solution for all talent acquisition, onboarding and management related needs. It helps with applicant
tracking, employee onboarding, benefits administration, PTO tracking, time and attendance, compliance, performance management, COBRA administration and 1095-C reporting. Small and mid-sized enterprises can use it to optimize human resources, enhance employee experience and productivity, and spend time on essential tasks. It also provides
payroll integration that enables employers to integrate with several payroll offerings and employee benefits data in payroll. A network of healthcare advisors and brokers nationwide are available for integration. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Page 2 User Sentiment: WebHR is a full-service, cloud-based HRIS system with payroll capabilities.
It standardizes, manages and automates recruitment, hiring, payment and more. Through it, administrators and employees alike can complete enrollment, onboarding, benefits, background checks, attendance and more.Serving over 25,000 companies and around 200 countries, there’s a free version with limited functions that serve five or fewer
users. For regular, paid subscriptions, it can support up to 1000 workers. It uses AI to streamline the entire process. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Ease (formerly EaseCentral) simplifies HR services like health care enrollment, payroll and time management for small to medium businesses. With one web-based destination for brokers and
administrators, users can manage benefits, coverage options and compliance for new and existing employees. It streamlines insurance management for a more accessible administrator and employee experience with comprehensive support and ongoing training. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Employee Navigator is a cloudbased tool that provides a complete HR service by integrating an ACA dashboard, agency monitoring, online registration, operator and payroll analytics and benefits communication. It enables companies to manage almost everything from benefits administration to recruitment to PTO requests and comes with self-service access for employees. It
controls benefit administration, cuts agency expenses, lessens retroactive enrollments, increases workplace security, minimizes employee compensation costs and streamlines training. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: PrimePay is a payroll and HR service provider for businesses of all sizes and fields. It streamlines employee
lifecycle and management processes with customizable automation options. With options for compensation management, time tracking, benefits and compliance, companies can build program support to manage employees from hiring to retiring. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Heartland Payroll is an online bookkeeping software that
handles payment processing, Point of Sale interactions, capital and engagement with customers. It can manage compensation for retail, restaurants and multiple other industries both onsite and offsite. It also handles compensation, recruiting, benefits, time and attendance and more. Users looking for more full-service care can access services such as
HR management, guidance with the Affordable Care Act and loans. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Greenshades is a cloud-based payroll service that streamlines the payroll process through compliance, program customization and technical support. Manage payments, automate tax reporting and simplify payroll with a customizable platform
to meet any HR department’s needs. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Conrep is a robust applicant tracking system that engages the right candidates and reduces hiring time. It provides an intuitive user interface, mitigating the need for user training. It offers a mobile app that allows staff to access reports and perform tasks
on the go. Role-based dashboards provide valuable insights into individual, departmental or enterprise performance. Its self-service portals empower employees, customers and suppliers to access important information and perform day-to-day activities. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Criterion is a talent management and HCM solution that
provides administration for medium-size businesses. It helps the entire executive team, managers and employees alike manage the entire employee lifecycle. With a digital infrastructure that includes HTML 5 and a REST API, it’s scalable and offers multiple automation options. It manages recruiting, acquisition, online learning, performance reviews,
time and attendance, payroll and other HR matters across the company. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Payroll4Free offers online payroll services and professional support to small businesses. It is easy-to-use, secure and was built to handle both simple and complex payroll requirements. It tackles all payroll matters for businesses,
including direct deposits, employee and contractor payments and tax form calculations. Its basic features are available free of charge for small businesses with less than 25 employees. It helps businesses pay employees via paper check, direct deposit or a combination of both. Companies can use it to make payments to contractors and file year-end
taxes. It also calculates federal, state and local taxes and grants access to filled out tax forms. It offers an employee portal that helps staff members edit or access their personal information from anywhere. It can be used to generate reports that offer insight into a company’s taxes, earnings, benefits and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO
User Sentiment: Rippling is a cloud-based, unified platform that helps manage employee data, payroll, benefits, devices, apps and more. Designed for small and medium businesses, it lets administrators manage operations from HR to IT with a single click. Features include custom reporting and graphs, digital document management, time tracking,
workflow approval management and provisioning. It enables users to automate administrative work from onboarding new hires to offboarding. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Quickbooks is an Intuit payroll and accounting solution designed to meet the needs of both small and medium-sized, growing businesses. There are a
variety of plans, starting with small packages built for independent contractors and self-employed individuals. It handles payment, calculating and filing taxes, benefits management, direct deposits and more.The variety of products and packages enables users to find a solution that fits a company’s unique needs. Quickbooks offers specialized features
for organizations in a variety of fields, including manufacturing and retail. Overall, it serves 1.4 million businesses. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Paycor is a full-service, cloud-based HR system designed to meet the needs of small and medium-sized businesses. It assists with various core HR tasks, including hiring, learning
and development, time tracking, and payroll. While suitable for companies across all industries, it can be customized to benefit a variety of specific sectors, including food service and healthcare. Users can manage recruiting, talent acquisition, development, learning and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Proliant is a cloud-based HR
management system that simplifies payroll and other employee services. It offers complete employee management for companies in all industries. Besides faster payment capabilities, the fully integrated program supports onboarding, time tracking, benefits administration and other employee management services. Request with no obligation:
PRICEDEMO VAIRKKO provides a comprehensive set of cloud-based, fully integrated SaaS systems that substantially improve an organization’s productivity and efficiency while lowering labor and operating costs. Using Clint inputs, it delivers over 100 easy-to-use modules for management and employees, including its Certification Cloud, Time Cloud,
Payroll Cloud, Scheduling Cloud, Personnel Cloud, Fleet Cloud, Forms, and Survey Cloud. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Microsoft Dynamics GP is a versatile solution, well-suited for companies seeking to connect supply chain workflows with tasks such as financial management and human resources management. It offers
a range of features, with the option to add on integrations with third-party offerings or implement advanced packages to further increase its functionality. It helps free up employee time to focus on other tasks through its automation of processes such as the generation of receivables, the creation of purchase orders and the direct deposit of employee
pay to bank accounts. Available on-premise or in the cloud. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO DATIS is a complete Payroll and HR software solution for the employee lifecycle in human and health services. With a single-platform approach to automating wage distribution, recruiting, timekeeping, talent and benefit management, it serves as a
cloud-based option for workplace management. It is in the ContinuumCloud software family. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Call SelectHub for a free 15-minute selection analysis: 1-855-850-3850 Aatrix is an end-to-end payment processing and financial filing program. It offers comprehensive accounting solutions for electronic filing, end-ofyear forms and tax support for any business. It’s customizable to fit into existing financial processing platforms and records systems with highly specified Windows and Mac platforms. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Paycheck Manager is an online payment processing service for small businesses. It offers employee paycheck management,
paystub distribution, tax calculation and self-service accounting for various fields. The program can be customized to fit any need or budget with free, basic and concierge service options. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Execupay is a comprehensive employee management software that enables reporting as well as tax
services. It also offers businesses sales and service management, talent management, labor management, talent acquisition and insight into overall performance. Additionally, it facilitates information sharing for employees, allows the workforce to enter employee compensation information remotely and provides private-label collaboration

opportunities. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Aurion is a cloud-based HRIS platform for compensation management, time tracking and employee operations. It offers HTML5 elements and a 24-hour self-service portal on any device. All management solutions are ISO certified and STP compliant. It accommodates small and large businesses
and bases pricing on company requirements and number of employees. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO QuickBooks Desktop Payroll is a subscription-based labor management solution that offers robust functionalities, including tax penalty protection, automated payrolls, expert support, direct deposits and detailed reports. The product
covers essential aspects of workforce regulation like payroll deductions and approvals, tax liabilities, workers' contributions, holiday tracking and more. It offers group health benefits, scalable subscription plans, smart integrations and support resources for an enhanced user experience. Same-day direct deposits save time and notifications help stay
up-to-date with business processes. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO eSmart Payroll is a digital payment processing and tax filing service owned and operated by C S Technologies. It offers wage management, client reporting and electronic filing and is adjustable for any state or federal requirement. It covers the accounting processes for
administrators working with multiple companies and any number of unique employee income circumstances. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO TimeTrex is a robust workforce management solution designed to meet the HR needs of businesses of all sizes, regardless of industry. Offering functionalities that cover a broad spectrum of core HR
tasks, including payroll, scheduling and recruiting, it’s customizable and scalable to accommodate all business types. It offers two deployment methods: cloud and on premise. Additionally, it offers an open-source version, which includes fewer capabilities but allows for full control and greater customization capabilities. Request with no obligation:
PRICEDEMO Payroll Network is a human capital management system that streamlines payment, time and attendance, benefits, onboarding and employee lifecycle functions. A web-based, fully integrated program, it simplifies and automates processes for increased access and accuracy. With customizable support levels, it's suitable for companies of
all sizes in industries looking to streamline employee assistance. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Worklio provides a comprehensive suite designed to meet the payroll and human resources information needs of employers, staffing agencies and administrative service organizations. Its connected modules include benefits, payroll, workers’
compensation, HR and more. Offering deployment in Microsoft’s cloud, it’s available 24/7 across all digital devices. It simplifies complex tasks by providing step-by-step instruction manuals and great customization to streamline day-to-day operations. Android and iOS users get notifications and can perform tasks from anywhere. Request with no
obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: UltiPro (now known as UKG Pro), cloud-based HRIS software from Ultimate Software, brings together core HR, talent management and payroll into a unified HCM suite. Allows users different levels of access that can be customized based on business needs. In addition to these capabilities, the software is
equipped with a robust set of business intelligence and predictive analytics tools. Powered by AI and machine learning, they provide data insights to drive intelligent decisions. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Kronos Workforce Central is a full-service suite designed to meet the needs of businesses of all sizes, regardless of
industry. Based in the cloud, it is fully scalable — giving users the flexibility to use the most important functionalities on the go, no matter how big the organization grows. With its numerous capabilities, managers can automate and streamline many core HR tasks. It facilitates the management of an entire team, driving employee engagement and
bolstering business processes. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Salarium is a web-based, end-to-end Filipino payroll platform. It provides dynamic compensation management support, time management and employee access for companies of all sizes and industries in the Philippines. The club-based program is customizable to fit the needs of
any money management or HR department. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO InStaff is a pay stub distribution and HR management system. Connect with any PDF-compatible pay management system to efficiently deliver and store payroll records and streamline the employee experience. Pair with existing payroll processing software to
automate every step of the process. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO PayNorthwest is a payroll service provider for employers across the US and Canada that delivers secure tech to pay and receive money. Designed to manage complex operations, it offers services, including tax calculations, data exports and imports, reporting, labor
management, accruals and more. Instant notifications ensure prompt completion of time-bound operations and prioritize critical tasks and data exports in multiple formats improve accessibility. Besides, the product offers an efficient human capital management platform to facilitate efficient workflow. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Payroll
Mate is an on-premise payroll and accounting software that helps prepare pay runs, compensate employees, print pay stubs, calculate taxes, generate reports, process tax forms and more. It helps control payroll-related functionalities with the help of easier access to staff information, comprehensive reports, compliance to minimum wage laws, instant
data backups, holiday and sick leave tracking, employee onboarding, password protection and other business-related functionalities. The product works flexibly with various accounting software including Intuit QuickBooks, Sage Peachtree and Microsoft Accounting. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO AME Software is a payment processing and
accounting option for businesses of all sizes. This management solution supports accounting and HR departments by providing time tracking, end-of-year filing, quarterly reports and more. Customize levels of support and features to best suit the needs and requirements. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: ELMO is a cloudbased system that assists businesses with workforce, workflow and payment management to optimize and simplify operations. It is adjustable according to the business's specific needs. Apart from payroll, rostering, time and attendance, recruitment, training, and performance management, it also helps with content and video course creation,
succession management, predictive analysis, rewards and recognition handling, and pivot remuneration. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Payroll City is a cloud-based payroll and workforce management solution. It offers employee pay and tax support, benefits and insurance administration and human resources. Ultimately, it’s scalable to
function with any company’s structure. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO PenSoft Payroll is a cloud, SaaS and web-based payroll software supported by customizable subscription plans, prompt customer support and comprehensive reports to streamline payroll processing and simplify diverse operations. Set up employees, process payment,
manage attendance, compute taxes, print checks, view reports, backup data and more with the aid of technology-driven program support. Besides, the product offers a range of trained accountants, computer programmers, consultants and business experts for an augmented user experience. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO ezPaycheck is an
on-premise accounting and payroll software solution that helps calculate taxes, print paychecks, generate reports, oversee scheduling, issue reimbursements and more. It helps manage operations with a user-friendly graphic interface, flexible payment options, affordable pricing plans, database export and import tools, direct deposits and other
dynamic functionalities. The product is easily accessible by multiple users from different locations at a single time and is compatible with Windows and Mac computers. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Page 3 Toast Payroll is a cloud-based solution that helps businesses streamline payroll operations and facilitate efficient workforce
management. It offers dynamic functionalities like tax compliant updates, employee profiles, time tracking, wage calculations, digital onboarding, automated tip distribution and more. The product helps users manage workload with the help of timesheets, calculation tools, computation options, regulatory compliance and other business-specific
benefits. It offers prompt customer support channels, a self-service platform that helps employees enroll for programs and benefits and real-time information syncs to the company POS to reduce manual operations. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO ADP Celergo is a global payroll service provider that offers unified solutions to standardize and
optimize payment processes. It provides comprehensive reporting capabilities and innovative administrative tools backed by solid security standards that eliminate privacy breaches and protect company data. Besides, prompt compliance expertise reduces the risk of penalties and legal hassles. It helps produce error-free results and optimize workflow
with automated data inputs and technology-oriented functions. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: Deluxe Payroll provides solutions for payroll, employee and benefits management for small-to-medium-sized businesses. It handles time-consuming employer responsibilities like hiring, onboarding, managing employee profiles,
taxes, time and attendance, benefits administration and much more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO User Sentiment: UZIO is a SaaS marketplace that provides cloud-based capabilities for HR, payroll, benefits management and other services. Integrated modules enable regional brokers, employees and employers to access the platform
through single sign-on. It helps employers go paperless and navigate employee management complexities in a few clicks. Automated administrative tasks, compliance features, cost and time management, and recordkeeping give managers more time to focus on the growth of the organization, as well as improve employee satisfaction and productivity.
Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO BiznusSoft Solutions is a cloud-based offering that helps businesses streamline their operations by managing processes like scheduling and dispatch, work order management and inventory management completely online. Its well-rounded ecosystem helps build better relationships with service providers and
customers, run efficient operations and save time and money. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Kashflow is a cost and time-efficient online accounting and payroll software that helps businesses control finances and streamlines workplace management on a consolidated platform. Approve payrolls, assess employee performance, create
documents, calculate income and expenses, monitor staff contributions, update records and more on a cloud-based system. Offers self-service for employees to access payslips and other individual data across different locales. Bookkeeping integration provides access to profit and loss accounts and crucial financial reports. An easy-to-use calendar
helps track staff holidays and issue payments based on company pay rates. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Highflyer provides integrated, cloud-based HR solutions to businesses of all sizes and industries. It enables HR departments to effectively manage payroll, time and attendance, benefits administration, human resources, recruiting,
onboarding, and more. It also features a separate module for compliance and ACA reporting. It holds several years of experience in helping organizations optimize their human resources. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO Accomplish EP, formerly TeemWurk, is a cloud-based platform that manages HR-related processes for a business. Suitable
for small to medium-sized businesses, it streamlines various HR procedures like onboarding, payroll management, benefits management and more. Employees can also leverage it for employee self-service. Its other offerings include EDI, document management, compensation management and more. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO
LABORsuite is a cloud-based, fully integrated system that’s configured to help small, medium and large businesses conduct human resources activities. It helps organizations control costs and comply with employer responsibilities. A range of services and features enable companies manage and supervise their workforce in an efficient, streamlined
fashion. Request with no obligation: PRICEDEMO
Finish payroll in minutes. Sign up for free. Watch video Clockspot’s online time clock makes timesheets and payroll painless. No more paper, messy spreadsheets, or manual calculations. Save money on labor costs. Know exactly ... Clockspot requires little to no staff training. 01/08/2022 · OnPay is our top choice for very small businesses because it
handles all payroll and payroll tax needs, has an easy-to-use online platform, and is affordable even on a tight budget. The service costs $36 per month, plus $4 for each employee. There is only one plan available through OnPay for all customers. The service costs $36 per month, plus $4 for each employee. Compare our plans and pricing. Starting at
$46 per month. See which plan is the right fit. Join Gusto today and don’t pay a cent until you’re ready to run payroll. Automate your manual HR, IT, and Finance processes. Policy Management. Manage all your HR, IT, ... Automate training and compliance. IT Overview. IT Cloud. Next-generation IT software built for 2 to 2,000+ employees. ... all-inone payroll and HR system you’ll both love. 01/07/2020 · A word of warning: When you hop over to Publication 15-T, you'll notice that the IRS lists more than just two tables.Instead, it lists tables for manual or automated payroll calculations; for daily, weekly, biweekly, semimonthly, or monthly pay schedules; for single people, married people, or
people filing as the head of household; and for employees who submitted … Get help with QuickBooks. See how to get started and do it all with our videos, how-to guides, and tutorials. Or find an QuickBooks expert that can help you with your question. These include recruitment, onboarding/offboarding, training, payroll, and benefits. The software is
very flexible and can be customized to the work processes or requirements of your team. Specifically designed for payroll, Rippling syncs your HR data with payroll so your team won’t need to do manual calculations or time-consuming data entry. eos investor relations. Download Payroll Xpress app by searching. All ready! You are here. Now you can
access Payroll Xpress from your PC. Related Apps.ADP Mobile Solutions. v 3.7.0 ADP, LLC. Alliance Payroll MyPay. v 1.0.35 Alliance Payroll Services, Inc. Iserv ESS. v AT-HRMS-KGC-3.4 Atharvana Infotech Private Limited. Employee Portal Payroll Relief. The Alliance Group - … Implement training, feedback, and performance management capabilities
to keep your hourly workforce engaged, fully trained, and high performing. You can easily add or change content and training, document employee communications, and make information available through the employee self-service portal. Employee Self-Service; Goals-Based Evaluations CAHC is the organization responsible for the administration of
the salary and benefits for all the residency training programs. As such, CAHC is the official employer of all the residents and fellows. The staff of CAHC works closely with the members of the GME office to ensure that the pay and benefits are of the highest level and quality.
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